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Fig 5.59 — The coupling of a complex impedance back into the primary circuit of a 
transformer composed of nonresonant air-core inductors.

Fig 5.60 — An air-core transformer circuit consisting of a resonant primary circuit and 
an untuned secondary. RS and CS are functions of the source, while RL and CL are 
functions of the load circuit.

5.7 RF Transformers
5.7.1 Air-Core Nonresonant 
RF Transformers

Air-core transformers often function as 
mutually coupled inductors for RF appli-
cations. They consist of a primary winding 
and a secondary winding in close proximity. 
Leakage reactances are ordinarily high, how-
ever, and the coefficient of coupling between 
the primary and secondary windings is low. 
Consequently, unlike transformers having a 
magnetic core, the turns ratio does not have 
as much significance. Instead, the voltage 
induced in the secondary depends on the mu-
tual inductance.

In a very basic transformer circuit operat-
ing at radio frequencies, such as in Fig 5.59, 
the source voltage is applied to L1. RS is the 
series resistance inherent in the source. By 
virtue of the mutual inductance, M, a volt-
age is induced in L2. A current flows in the 
secondary circuit through the reactance of 
L2 and the load resistance of RL. Let XL2 
be the reactance of L2 independent of L1, 
that is, independent of the effects of mutual 
inductance. The impedance of the secondary 
circuit is then:
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where
 ZS = the impedance of the secondary circuit 

in ohms,
 RL = the load resistance in ohms, and
 XL2 = the reactance of the secondary in-

ductance in ohms.

The effect of ZS upon the primary circuit 
is the same as a coupled impedance in series 
with L1. Fig 5.60 displays the coupled imped-
ance (ZP) in a dashed enclosure to indicate 
that it is not a new physical component. It has 
the same absolute value of phase angle as in 
the secondary impedance, but the sign of the 
reactance is reversed; it appears as a capacitive 
reactance. The value of ZP is:
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where
 ZP = the impedance introduced into the 

primary,
 ZS = the impedance of the secondary circuit 

in ohms, and
 2  f M = the mutual reactance between 

the reactances of the primary and sec-
ondary coils (also designated as XM).

5.7.2 Air-Core Resonant RF 
Transformers

The use of at least one resonant circuit in 
place of a pair of simple reactances elimi-

(14)nates the reactance from the transformed 
impedance in the primary. For loaded or 
operating Q of at least 10, the resistances 
of individual components is negligible.  
Fig 5.60 represents just one of many con-
figurations in which at least one of the induc- 
tors is in a resonant circuit. The reactance 
coupled into the primary circuit is cancelled 
if the circuit is tuned to resonance while the 
load is connected. If the reactance of the load 
capacitance, CL is at least 10 times any stray 
capacitance in the circuit, as is the case for 
low impedance loads, the value of resistance 
coupled to the primary is
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where:
 R1 = series resistance coupled into the 

primary circuit,
 XM = mutual reactance,
 RL = load resistance, and
 X2 = reactance of the secondary induc-

tance.

The parallel impedance of the resonant 
circuit is just R1 transformed from a series 
to a parallel value by the usual formula, RP 
= X2 / R1.
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The higher the loaded or operating Q of 
the circuit, the smaller the mutual inductance 
required for the same power transfer. If both 
the primary and secondary circuits consist of 
resonant circuits, they can be more loosely 
coupled than with a single tuned circuit for the 
same power transfer. At the usual loaded Q of 
10 or greater, these circuits are quite selective, 
and consequently narrowband.

Although coupling networks have to a large 
measure replaced RF transformer coupling 
that uses air-core transformers, these circuits 
are still useful in antenna tuning units and 
other circuits. For RF work, powdered-iron 
toroidal cores have generally replaced air-
core inductors for almost all applications 
except where the circuit handles very high 
power or the coil must be very temperature 
stable. Slug-tuned solenoid coils for low-
power circuits offer the ability to tune the 
circuit precisely to resonance. For either type 
of core, reasonably accurate calculation of 
impedance transformation is possible. It is 
often easier to experiment to find the correct 
values for maximum power transfer, however.

5.7.3 Broadband Ferrite RF 
Transformers

The design concepts and general theory 
of ideal transformers presented in the Elec-
trical Fundamentals chapter apply also to 
transformers wound on ferromagnetic-core 
materials (ferrite and powdered iron). As is 
the case with stacked cores made of lamina-
tions in the classic I and E shapes, the core 
material has a specific permeability factor that 
determines the inductance of the windings 
versus the number of wire turns used. (See 
the earlier discussion on Ferrite Materials in 
this chapter.)

Toroidal cores are useful from a few hun-
dred hertz well into the UHF spectrum. The 
principal advantage of this type of core is the 
self-shielding characteristic. Another feature 
is the compactness of a transformer or in-
ductor. Therefore, toroidal-core transform-
ers are excellent for use not only in dc-to-dc 
converters, where tape-wound steel cores are 
employed, but at frequencies up to at least 
1000 MHz with the selection of the proper 
core material for the range of operating fre-
quencies. Toroidal cores are available from 
micro-miniature sizes up to several inches in 
diameter that can handle multi-kW military 
and commercial powers.

One of the most common ferromagnetic 
transformers used in amateur circuits is the 
conventional broadband transformer. Broad-
band transformers with losses of less than 
1 dB are employed in circuits that must have a 
uniform response over a substantial frequency 
range, such as a 2- to 30-MHz broadband 
amplifier. In applications of this sort, the re-
actance of the windings should be at least 

four times the impedance that the winding 
is designed to look into at the lowest design 
frequency.

Example: What should be the winding re-
actances of a transformer that has a 300-  
primary and a 50-  secondary load? Relative 
to the 50-  secondary load:

S SX 4 Z 4 50 200

and the primary winding reactance (XP) is:

P PX 4 Z 4 300 1200

The core-material permeability plays a 
vital role in designing a good broadband 
transformer. The effective permeability of 
the core must be high enough to provide 
ample winding reactance at the low end of 
the operating range. As the operating fre-
quency is increased, the effects of the core 
tend to disappear until there are scarcely any 
core effects at the upper limit of the operating 
range. The limiting factors for high frequency 
response are distributed capacity and leakage 
inductance due to uncoupled flux. A high-per-
meability core minimizes the number of turns 
needed for a given reactance and therefore 
also minimizes the distributed capacitance 
at high frequencies.

Ferrite cores with a permeability of 850 
are common choices for transformers used 
between 2 and 30 MHz. Lower frequency 
ranges, for example, 1 kHz to 1 MHz, may 
require cores with permeabilities up to 2000. 
Permeabilities from 40 to 125 are useful for 
VHF transformers. Conventional broadband 
transformers require resistive loads. Loads 
with reactive components should use appro-
priate networks to cancel the reactance.

The equivalent circuit in Fig 5.33 applies 
to any coil wound on a ferrite core, including 
transformer windings. (See the section on 
Ferrite Materials.) However, in the series-
equivalent circuit, μ S is not constant with 
frequency as shown in Fig 5.34A and 5.34B. 
Using the low-frequency value of μ S is a 
useful approximation, but the effects of the 
parallel R and C should be included. In high-
power transmitting and amplifier applica-
tions, the resistance R may dissipate some 
heat, leading to temperature rise in the core. 
Regarding C, there are at least two forms 
of stray capacitance between windings of a 
transformer; from wire-to-wire through air 
and from wire-to-wire through the ferrite, 
which acts as a dielectric material. (Ferrites 
with low iron content have a relative dielectric 
constant of approximately 10-12.)

Conventional transformers are wound in 
the same manner as a power transformer. Each 
winding is made from a separate length of 
wire, with one winding placed over the pre-
vious one with suitable insulation between. 
Unlike some transmission-line transformer 

designs, conventional broadband transform-
ers provide dc isolation between the primary 
and secondary circuits. The high voltages 
encountered in high-impedance-ratio step-
up transformers may require that the core 
be wrapped with glass electrical tape before 
adding the windings (as an additional pro-
tection from arcing and voltage breakdown), 
especially with ferrite cores that tend to have 
rougher edges. In addition, high voltage appli-
cations should also use wire with high-voltage 
insulation and a high temperature rating.

Fig 5.61 illustrates one method of trans-
former construction using a single toroid as 
the core. The primary of a step-down imped-
ance transformer is wound to occupy the en-
tire core, with the secondary wound over the 
primary. The first step in planning the winding 
is to select a core of the desired permeability. 
Convert the required reactances determined 
earlier into inductance values for the lowest 
frequency of use. To find the number of turns 
for each winding, use the AL value for the 
selected core and the equation for determining 
the number of turns:
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where
 L = the inductance in mH
 AL = the inductance index in mH per 1000 

turns, and
 N = the number of turns.

Be certain the core can handle the power by 
calculating the maximum flux and comparing 
the result with the manufacturer’s guidelines.

Fig 5.61 — Schematic and pictorial 
representation of a conventional 
broadband transformer wound on a toroid 
core. The secondary winding (L2) is 
wound over the primary winding (L1).
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the core, and #28 AWG enamel wire should 
both fit the core and handle the currents in-
volved.

A second style of broadband transformer 
construction appears in Fig 5.62. The key 
elements in this transformer are the stacks 
of ferrite cores aligned with tubes soldered 
to pc-board end plates. This style of trans-
former is suited to high power applications, 
for example, at the input and output ports of 
transistor RF power amplifiers. Low-power 
versions of this transformer can be wound 
on “binocular” cores having pairs of parallel 
holes through them.

For further information on conventional 
transformer matching using ferromagnetic 
materials, see the RF Power Amplifiers 
chapter. Refer to the Component Data and 
References chapter for more detailed infor-
mation on available ferrite cores. A stan-
dard reference on conventional broadband 
transformers using ferromagnetic materials 
is Ferromagnetic Core Design and Applica-
tions Handbook by Doug DeMaw, W1FB, 
published by MFJ Enterprises.

NOTES ON TOROID WINDINGS
Toroids do have a small amount of leak-

age flux. Toroid coils are wound in the form 
of a helix (screw thread) around the circular 
length of the core. This means that there is a 
small component of the flux from each turn 
that is perpendicular to the circle of the toroid 
(parallel to the axis through the hole) and is 
therefore not adequately linked to all the other 
turns. This effect is responsible for a small 
leakage flux and the effect is called the “one-
turn” effect, since the result is equivalent to 
one turn that is wound around the outer edge 
of the core and not through the hole. Also, 
the inductance of a toroid can be adjusted. 
If the turns can be pressed closer together 
or separated a little, inductance variations 
of a few percent are possible. A grounded 
aluminum shield between adjacent toroidal 
coils can eliminate any significant capacitive 
or inductive (at high frequencies) coupling.

Fig 5.62 — Schematic and pictorial 
representation of a “binocular” style of 
conventional broadband transformer. This 
style is used frequently at the input and 
output ports of transistor RF amplifiers. It 
consists of two rows of high-permeability 
toroidal cores, with the winding passed 
through the center holes of the resulting 
stacks.
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where
 Bmax = the maximum flux density in gauss
 ERMS = the voltage across the inductor
 Ae = the cross-sectional area of the core in 

square centimeters
 N = the number of turns in the inductor, and
 f = the operating frequency in Hz.

(Both equations are from the section on 
ferrite toroidal inductors in the Electrical 
Fundamentals chapter and are repeated here 
for convenience.)

Example: Design a small broadband trans-
former having an impedance ratio of 16:1 for a 
frequency range of 2.0 to 20.0 MHz to match 
the output of a small-signal stage (impedance 

 500 ) to the input (impedance  32 ) of 
an amplifier.

Since the impedance of the smaller winding 
should be at least 4 times the lower impedance 
to be matched at the lowest frequency,

SX 4 32 128

The inductance of the secondary winding 
should be

S
S 6

X 128L
2 f 6.2832 2.0 10 Hz

0.0101 mH

Select a suitable core. For this low-power 
application, a 3⁄8 inch. ferrite core with perme-
ability of 850 is suitable. The core has an AL 
value of 420. Calculate the number of turns 
for the secondary.

S
L

L 0.010N 1000 1000
A 420

4.88 turns

A 5-turn secondary winding should suf-
fice. The primary winding derives from the 
impedance ratio:

P
P S

S

Z 16N N 5
Z 1

5 4 20 turns

This low-power application will not ap-
proach the maximum flux density limits for 


